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a tale of two particles

! photons and electrons

! atoms and molecules

! DNA, cells, skin & warmth

! sight, touch, hearing, thinking, walking ...

! “... from so simple a beginning endless forms most 
beautiful and most wonderful ...”                                         
-- Darwin, The Origin of  Species
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cosmic evolution

! particulate evolution

! galactic evolution

! stellar evolution

! planetary evolution

! chemical evolution

! biological evolution

! cultural evolution
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FIGURE 9.8 Stellar Evolution The left side summarizes the evolution of a low-mass star, such as the Sun; this summary is valid for a star
that’s less than about 10 solar masses. The evolution of more massive stars is summarized on the right side. (See the text for details.)
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chemical 
evolution

388 CHAPTER 13 ! The Emergence of Complex Life
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FIGURE 13.2 The Ingredients of Genetic Information Genetic information is stored in nitro-
genous bases, which connect to an alternating “sugar–phosphate–sugar–phosphate . . .” backbone.
Notice how it’s the same few basic elements that do the whole job here. The same is true for all major
biomolecules. (RNA is depicted here.)

The only elements that differ between the living things list and the universe
list are helium and neon, both of which are “inert”—chemically unreactive—due
to their electron configurations. So even though there are lots of helium and neon
atoms around, they don’t form chemical bonds and therefore can’t be a part of the
biomolecules we’re discussing.

Let’s summarize what we have so far: Living organisms on Earth are made of
cells. Cells are made mostly out of four types of biopolymers. Those biopolymers
are made out of a small list of component molecules (e.g., amino acids), each of
which is essentially made from only four elements (plus a little sulfur and a little
phosphorus). Apart from chemically inert gases, those four elements are the most
common elements in the universe.

We can therefore characterize the material form of life as being hierarchically
assembled in successively more complex arrangements of the same four(ish) highly
abundant ingredients. Nature evidently does the same thing that we would do to
build any complex system (think of a car, perhaps): It manufactures a bunch of
common parts (tubes, wires, seats, tires, etc.), using readily available raw materials
(metal, plastic, fabric, rubber, etc.), and connects them together into subsystems
(engine, electronics, passenger compartment, etc.). The living cell is constructed
(somehow) by manufacturing a bunch of common parts (biomolecules: amino acids,
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COLOR FIGURE 61 Living Cell, Under 
the Microscope The laws of the physical
universe allow for the emergence of life, at
least on one planet in the universe. This is a
view of a single-celled organism called Euglena
under a microscope.

COLOR FIGURE 62 The Double Helix 
Shape of the DNA Molecule “Base pairs”
(horizontal links) are mounted on a twisting
twin backbone of “deoxyribophosphate.”
These chemical structures manage to encode
the detailed “recipe” for making an organism,
such as a person.

COLOR FIGURE 63 The Famous Meteorite
ALH84001, Which Flew Here from Mars
This rock spawned a flurry of research into 
the possibility of extraterrestrial microbial life.
Four separate possible biosignatures, including
a possible fossil (right), were found in the me-
teorite, but it’s difficult to know if they really
are signs of life.
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from so simple a 

beginning...
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COLOR FIGURE 54 Simulation of
Structure Formation This is a 3D
simulation of structure formation in
the universe. Like the 2D views in
Color Figures 52 and 53, this simula-
tion follows matter from a smooth ini-
tial state to a clumpy end state, based
on the action of gravity in the expand-
ing universe.

COLOR FIGURE 55 The Evolution of Structure In the first few hundred thousand years,
the universe had tiny density fluctuations of only 1 part in 100,000 (left). Today the universe 
has massive walls and voids 100 million light-years wide (right). Computer simulations show
how the universe got from one state to the other (left to right across the bottom).
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tee shirt from 

northernsun.com
What are we, and why are we that way?



evolutionary psychology
! altruistic bees and moral tribes (morality surveys, C. S. Lewis vs. 

the fMRI, the ACC, and evolutionary benefits)

! fear (the freeze response, snakes and spiders, heights, and even 

public speaking, but not electricity or car crashes or cholesterol)

! laughter (at who? at what? and when?) (I’ll see you guys later./Put 

those cigarettes away./I  try to lead a normal life./We can handle 

this./I think I’m done./I told you so!)

! love (strategies for heterosexual men and women, oxytocin, and 

“an adaptive form of  self-deception”)

! a basis for human intelligence? (language, tool use, social skills, 

facial recognition, and ... getting other people naked?)

! and, of  course, there’s emotion ...
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are we just 

machines?
! emergent rules for photons 

and electrons?

! hydrogen that has learned 
to study itself ?

! where are all the robots?

! ELIZA (1965)



the robots

! Moore’s law: 2040

! Vision and other senses?

! Arms, legs, and 
coordination?

! Common sense?

! Consciousness?

! Free will?



does God have free will?

“... Being omnipotent, God must be able to peer into his 
own future, to view it in all it’s perfect detail.

“... [but] if  he sees his own future, then his choices are 
predetermined. Or, if  he can’t see the future, then he’s 
not omnipotent.”

– Scott Adams (creator of  Dilbert), in 
God’s Debris



physics, old and new
Newton:

" laws of  motion (1687)               
F = ma.

" a clockwork universe: 
determinism

Bohr, Einstein, Heisenberg, 
Schrodinger & others:

" quantum mechanics (1900s)    
H! = E!.

" an unpredictable universe: 
probabilism



“Consequence 

Argument”

If  determinism is true, then our acts are the 
consequences of  the laws of  nature and events in the 
remote past. But it is not up to us what went on before 
we were born; and neither is it up to us what the laws of 
nature are. Therefore the consequences of  these things 
(including our own acts) are not up to us.

– Peter van Inwagen (incompatibilist)
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biology and free will

“Everything we do is an evolutionary adaptation 
designed to carry out a major function. The illusion of  
free will falls into this category.”

– Steven Pinker (prof. of  psychology at Harvard)

“Free will ... is an evolved creation of  human activity 
and beliefs, and it is just as real as such other human 
creations as music and money.”

– Daniel Dennett (prof. of  philosophy at Tufts)



All the while I’m working as if  

everything depends on what I do,

I remember that nothing depends on 

what I do.

     – Ram Dass 
(American psychologist and spiritual leader)



“Causal explanations for behavior, 
both biological and environmental, 
do not corrode responsibility.”

– Steven Pinker
(professor of  psychology at Harvard)



a scientific awakening
Can we use what we’ve learned?

! human nature: gossip, conflict, 

family, securing resources, 

creativity ... local (not global) issues!

! the environment, biodiversity, 

public health, poverty, depletion of  

resources, WMDs, overpopulation

! cultural evolution and runaway 

technology (carbon emissions? AI? 

genetic engineering?)

! as participants in 13.7 billion years of 

history, let’s take the long view: 

sustainable technology, sustainable 

economics, and a big picture education





“Whether or not it is clear to you, 
no doubt the universe is !
unfolding as it should.”

– Max Ehrmann,
Desiderata
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from simple rules for simple particles

to complex rules for complex systems

• from ... photons and electrons, 
big bang particle soup, dark 
matter halos and nuclear 
powered stars ...

• to ... geology, chemistry, 
biology, genetics, psychology, 
morality & laws, human art & 
culture & technology ...

• but what’s next? ... self-
destruction? robots with AI? or 
maybe education toward a 
species in some kind of  
harmony with the universe? 



philosophy of free will

yes determinism no determinism

yes free will

no free will

compatibilists
claim that “free” means 
power or ability with no 

impediments

libertarians
example: dualism of  
body and mind/soul
(agency/mysticism)

hard determinists
nature and nurture are 
both part of  your past 
that you didn’t choose

some quantum 
physicists?

undetermined mind or 

soul is arbitrary, not free 



What is “alive”? What is “free”?
What are we ???


